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Computer advises
without being asked
By Henry W. Pierce
Post-Gazette Stan Wr~ter

Most people don't like back
seat drivers. But what if the back
seat driver were a computer?
An expert computer system
that can offer advice without
being asked has been developed
by researchers in Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia.
la its present form, the system
suggests more efficient ways to
program computers.
However, one of its developers
says, there's no reason why it
can't be modified to offer unsolicited advice on other matters.
Using the same principle, systerns could be set up that
advise people on tax preparation,
w t i n g style and similar e h n i cal topics.
The system was developed by
Jeff Shrager of Carnegie-Mellon
University and Tim Finin of the
University of Pennsylvania.
As Shrager explained it, the
adviser "follows the user's interactions with the system and volunteers its help when it believes
that the user would benefit from
advice."
In effect, Shrager said, the
system watches whoever is using
the computer, and'if it sees that
the person isn't following a very
efficient procedure, it steps in
with a word of wisdom.
"The user need not ask for'
help," he emphasized.

'

In an interview, Shrager said
there is no reason why a similar
System couldn't be developed
that would monitor a person's
tax preparations and offer advice On possible deductions.
Or, he went on, a system could
be developed that would watch
journalists while they're writing
stories and suggest sharper lead
SentenCeS and improvements in
wdting style.
"It might take several years to
such a program," he con*
ceded.
A report on the system is
among 96 Papen to be presented
this week at the second National
CO~ferenceon Artificial Intelligence, hosted
Camegie-Mel. b n University and the University
of Pittsbhgh.
. 'The ' conference, centered at
Forbes Quadrangle on the Pitt
campus, is sIated to draw 1,200
scientists, engineers and business
representatives between today
and Friday. ,
Among the scheduled reports
are papen on teaching corn ut- '
ers to understand natural anguage; developing expert systems for diagnosing and treating
nuclear reactor accidents; a
model for a computerized nuclear power plant consuftanS computer text recognition; job-shop
. scheduling; and "the role of experience in the development of
expertise."
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!,.,When I read earlier this we&
*ut
the National Conference on
.&tificial Intelligence which is
meeting here, and about the comcuter out at Carnegie-Mellon Uni.ver;r;ity that gives advice without
g ~ n asked
g
for it, I found it hard to
believe. I always thought that you
+ouldn't get anything out of a computer unless you put that thing into
it.first. Input, as it's called.
it was with a considerable
%qount of skepticism that I went
qpt there uninvited the other night
!to .meet this computer. I logged on.
"Hi," I siid to the computer.
!?"!Hello," it answered on its video.
j M e n . "Who are you? You don't
j b k like anybody from the National
Conference on Artificial Intelligence."
..;: ' a h , I.m not;' I admitted. ''I'm

just an average person and I don't
anything about computers.
.But when I read about you in the
qtwspaper
about how you can
qive advice without being asked for
It
I just decided I had to meet
gpu. Frankly, I'm not sure if I
believe it. But I'm s o w . I'll leave if
you want."
"No, stick around," said the computer. "As long as you're not expectlng advice on your.income tax, it's
OK. I'm getting a little bored with
income taxes and job-shop scheduli6g. What kind of nsolicited advice
$&you interestel in?"
"':well now, if I asked for it, it
w601dn't be unsolicited, w u l d it?" I
yi9:
??Yes, ou're right," said the comS r . mmmm. Let's see now.
Avoid the Parkway East. HOW'S
%BOW
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"That's why the stadium's perfect
'{;"That's OK," I said. "But that's
for a jail," blinked the computer.
pretty old advice. I could get that
anywhere. Anybody in his right
; "You have to admit that getting out
rrljtfd avoids the Parkway East. 1 of it is next to impossible now. With
a little work, it could be fixed up so
ClJe me something original."
ople couldn't get out of it for at
?~?PNT SOLICIT ME," snapped
st 100 years."
*computer in boldface uppercase
T*.
&$ten.
%'You might have a point there," I
"'Er, sorry ... "
afud. "But where would the Pirates
.
:!!:?t's
OK.How's this? Don't buy a
Steelers play baseball and
<%&urn gold medallion," advised
fslRball?"
theGcomputer.
hadn't thought of that," said
?&ow that's really good unsoliiitthe, computer. "I'll work on it
$ advice." I told the computer.
tE@gh. OK. In the meantime, I'll
But it's wasted on me. I don't have
@*you one more piece of unsolicitl l i o n dollars to spend . . . "
ed"$vice and then you've got to get
--m i"Oh,"
said the computer on its
outqf here. I'm not supposed to talk
video screen. "Well then, in keeping
to Uverage people, you know."
with the same subject, what about
s. 'Tine," I said.
this? Don't build a high-rise county
: '$bolish City Council," advised
jail!'
the pmputer.
'. "It sure would save a lot of
"Gn't that a little harsh?" I
money if we didn't have to," I
asketi.
agreed. "But the old one is just too
; "Vo, it's not," returned the comsmall. Where do we put all those
puter, !'It's one of the best pieces of
prisoners?"
unsolicited advice I ever gave. You
"That's kind of solicited," said the
don't have a legislative body there.
, tpmputer, "but I'll give you my I :You have a three-ring circus. The
advice anyway. Put them in Three ' whole thing should be done away
Rivers Stadium."
with
-. "
"That's insane," I said.
"Mrhat do u e use for a City
"No it isn't," said the computer.
Council?" I asked, a little shocked.
,"Don't forget. The stadium holds
"Buy nine computers," advised
more than 50,000 people."
the computer. "You'd have a smooth
* "But it's a sports stadium," I
pperstion. 1 can
tha~..
, argued. "It's not a jail. You need a
..But
it
be
real,., I
place where you can lock up coneounured.
ricted criminals."
,-,
:."It would be intelligent," said the
Computer. "And artificial intelligence is better than no intelligence
at all."
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Digital Big Brother

Sassy Progr
By Tom Henkel

'

.

Keeps Programmers _ Line
I

that will, in effect, tell a programmet when he is falling
CW Staff
PITTSBURGH, Pa.
down on the job. The prdThanks to the marvels of gram was presented in one of
technology, computer# can 96 papers at the National
now be taught to, torment Conference on Artificial Intelligence held here recenttheir user$.
Researchers at Carnegie- ly.
Mellon University (CMU) Tact is not a feakre of thb
here and at the University of program, according to its dePennsylvania in Philadel- velopers. A programmer may
phia have created a program be plugging away at a termi-
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Intelligence Added
The result was a program
Ithat watches over everv&inp

I whenever

file a new name i
contents into a r

the victG straw

1 broken,

the C M U graduate
student said. ini in-is currentljr working to give tlie

I
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words 'bf wisdom or simply
ignoring them
As an example of how the
program works, Shrager
cornmancis.
cited . three
COPY, RENAME and DE-

=--,-- - - --.-- .
nrammets: but

t

nal, minding his own source '
code, when two pages worth
of instructions suddenly
flash on the screen. The instructions inform the programmer how the code could
be rewritten to perform more
efficiently.
"It's incredibly obnoxious,"
said Jeff Shrager, a graduate
student at CMU who, along with Tim Finin, an assistant

computer science proie&r,
gram interacts with VAX'I
originally developed '- the VMS operating system.,
The idea is, Shrager said,
malcontent program as part
of a mastefs degree project. that programmers who need
. Shrager used a Digital help often do not realize it.
Equipment Corp. VAX-111 And when they finally fig780 processor at the Univer- ure out that help is needed,
sity of Pennsylvania to write they often do not know what
the program in Lisp, a pro- areas require aid. The programming language that has, gram's bombastic style, howbeen used by artificial intel- ' ' ever, often generates more
ligence aficionados. The pro- ire than gratitude, Shrager
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